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Throughout the atrocities of the global pandemic that swallowed up our lives, leaving us in a

place never visited before; I still like to think of the positives. Humanity’s true colours have

begun to shine over this past year. From making meals for your key worker neighbour, to

picking up groceries for the elderly couple up the road, to respecting and abiding by the laws

to “ stay home, save lives, protect the NHS”. On Wednesday, it was Tesco Little Helps day. This

is a day marked to appreciate all the extra work Tesco has done in the year. Since 2016, Tesco

has given £85million in grants to well-deserved charities. Furthermore, it celebrates people in

their local areas who generously have been giving up their time to donate and volunteer to

good causes within their communities. It’s the little things like this, that help to remember

that all is not bad in the world :) 

HSD’s ‘lockdown’ newsletter  by pupils; for pupils

Deputy Editor, Sahar Jafferbhoy  
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”Why so much inequality, Dad? Is humanity that stupid?” asked 11-
yr-old Xenia. Varoufakis considered this question, then gave an off-
the-cuff answer that satisfied neither the inquisitor nor the
respondent. A couple of years later, encouraged by his editor to
write a book aimed at young people, he took this opportunity to
dissect his daughter’s deceptively simple question above. 
The former Greek Minister of Finance skilfully explains the
fundamentals of an economy and the concept of trade in this book,
whilst weaving lines of reason as to whether democracy or market
societies will see us through the future - linking these ingeniously to
the Matrix and Frankenstein, if that wasn’t already enough!

Varoufakis expands on an array of topics, including how banks operate and profit, why financial crashes
occur and what privatisation of the planet would mean for the environment.
The socialist author’s decryption of the two major flagposts that divide left and right-wing politics is also
very useful, accurately summed up by The Evening Standard: 'If you're Left-wing, or even if you have
doubts about market economies, you'll love his arguments because they're so easy to understand. If
you're on the Right, you'll have a very clear idea of how your cleverest opponents think.”
Written in comprehendible and engaging language, this book is the perfect start to those who have even
a passing interest into how an economy operates.
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Phoebe  Jenn ings  

Life may feel a mess,

But please look up to the stars,

And appreciate their fiery light

streaking across the sky,

Twinkling enchantingly across the dark

haze,

And notice that so are they.

Look at the tangled branches of the

trees,

Growing this way and that,

In whichever way feels right,

Dancing under the glowing sunlight.

Glance up at the clouds floating

carelessly across the sky,

They are white puffs of magic in a vast

landscape of blue,

They follow no form,

Yet they remain beautiful.

Wake up in the morning and listen to

the birds sing their songs,

Their tunes are sweet glory to our ears,

However you will discover that they too

have no melody.

Nonetheless, they all still continue.

Sometimes that's prettiest part of it 

all - being an absolute mess, but still

surviving.

Life may be tough, messy and not

exactly how we like it right now; but

please remember to keep looking for

the positives. Like the saying goes,

“there’s always a silver lining” :) 

The Chicxulub Impactor smashed into the Earth 66 million
years ago. After colliding into the Eastern shore of what we
now call Mexico, the asteroid left a crater - 100 miles across,
and a further 12miles deep - on the Earth’s surface. Ending
the reign of the dinosaurs and wiping out three quarters of all
plant and animal life, the end of the Big Bang marks the
beginning of the Planck Epoch. The Planck Epoch is an era in
traditional big bang cosmology, immediately after the event
which began the known universe. Due to recent research,
experts at Harvard University believe that they have figured
out just why the dinosaurs met their fate. The gravity of the
planet Jupiter (the fifth planet from the sun, and the largest in
our solar system) draws comets from the cold outer edges of
the solar systems, and pulls them inwards, towards the sun.
As these comets slingshot in this routine, the gravitational
power of the sun breaks apart these ‘cosmic missiles’. The
resultant shards then spread to across the solar system,
increasing the chance of planet collision. This long-period
comet is believed to come from a region of the solar system
known as the Oort Cloud.  The Oort Cloud is an extended
shell of icy objects that exist in the outermost reaches of the
solar system, and named after the astronomer Jan Oort, to
whom first theorised its existence in 1950. As the comets
begin their 200 year king orbits of the sun, they shatter, or
sungraze. This is caused by the difference in gravitational
pulls of the object, which can create tidal-like forces, breaking
apart the rocks and leading to these smaller asteroids being
formed. The increase in asteroid pieces is what increases
probability of a collision, and in turn the probability of hitting
Earth; suggesting that it was this cycle that caused the
chicxulub to make its destination our planet.

Mess ≠ BadMess ≠ BadMess ≠ Bad   
Deputy Editor, Sahar Jafferbhoy



What are three things that make you happy?
Being with family, seeing friends, staying under 80

kilos. 

What was your first ambition/career ideology? 
A job that was not desk based. 

Have you made any goals for 2021? 
See one, above. 

What’s one book that you could read again
and again, and never get bored of? 
The Lost Diaries, by Craig Brown. 

What’s one quote that is keeping you
motivated and inspired during these
challenging times? 
This too shall pass. 

What is your all-time favourite movie?
I have two. Night on Earth and Groundhog Day. 

How has your job changed over the course of
the pandemic? 
Strange as this may sound, I feel closer to

colleagues despite being physically apart. 

What would you like to own that you currently
don’t possess?
 Nothing comes to mind. 

If you had to rate your satisfaction with your
life out of 10, what would you score? 
Ten.
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Chris with ex-classmates in 2019 

“This photo is from June 1982, at Edinburgh
Castle. ‘Beating the Retreat’. I’m third from left.
Still in touch with all these lads.”

AddersAddersAdders
Anna Dalglish

The Adder is the only venomous snake in the UK, and is mainly found in areas of
moorland and grassland. These reptiles can grow up to 80cm long, and weigh around
75g; which is relatively small for a snake. Adders hunt lizards and small mammals, as
well as ground nesting birds, by using their venom to immobilise their prey. The
venom from the Adder is generally of little danger to humans, although it is painful
and can cause inflammation. It is however unlikely to get bitten by one, unless you are
standing on it or trying to pick it up. Adders much prefer to slither off into the
undergrowth than confront a human. They hibernate in October, so the easiest time
to find one is when they come out of hibernation in March, where they are likely to be
seen basking on a log, or under a warm rock.



A debit card is connected to your bank account  in a banking
system. When you buy something with a debit card, money is
automatically taken from your account and given to the
account of whoever you bought it from. 
With a credit card, on the other hand, you are basically
borrowing money from the bank when you make a purchase,
and that borrowed money is used to pay the store. You are
then expected to pay back the money you borrowed within a
certain amount of time, usually 30 days, but this can be
different from card to card. In addition, the bank will also ask
you to pay them “interest”. Interest is a percentage of the
money that you borrowed and it is what you pay to the bank
for borrowing their money. 

Getting a debit card is relatively easy. This is because a debit
card is really just a way to get your own money from the bank
that gave you the card. Most of the time you get a debit card
when you get a bank account to keep your money in. A credit
card, on the other hand, is much more difficult to get. If you
have had a history of using credit cards unwisely, like if you
forgot to pay the money back, then you can be rejected.After
all, no bank would want to to lend money to somebody who is
not able to give it back. 

As I mentioned before, a debit card is connected to your bank
account. That means you must have a bank account in the
first place. Credit cards do not have this restriction, and
instead they are tied to the business you got it from. 

 With credit cards, there is a risk of spending more money
than you will be able to repay, which does not exist for debit
cards. This is because debit cards take money from your
bank account so you can’t spend more than you have. While
credit cards will continuously keep lending money from the
bank each time they are used, substantially increasing the
risk of overspending.

 

I thought once how Theocritus had sung 
Of the sweet years, the dear and wished-for
years, 
Who each one in a gracious hand appears 
To bear a gift for mortals, old or young:
And, as I mused it in its antique tongue,
I saw, in gradual vision through my tears, 
The sweet, sad years, the melancholy years,
Those of my own life, who by turns had flung 
A shadow across me. Straightway I was ’ware,
So weeping, how a mystic Shape did move 
Behind me, and drew me backward by the hair; 
And a voice said in mastery, while I strove,—
“Guess now who holds thee?”—“Death,” I said.
But, there, 
The silver answer rang,—“Not Death, but Love.”
Elizabeth Barrett BrowningThis poem, the first of Elizabeth

Barrett Browning’s Sonnets from the
Portuguese, appears very
melancholy on a first reading, as the

speaker bemoans that the ‘sweet…

dear and wished-for years’ were

instead ‘sweet, sad years’ for them.

The supposed gifts of every year were

unwanted and negative, so much so

that the speaker developed a

somewhat fatalistic attitude towards

their own life: they assume it to be

over, and perhaps even desire it to be

so. However, the ‘mystic Shape’ that

overwhelms the speaker is not

Death; rather, Love has found the

speaker in the later stages of their

life. This poem has many possible

messages, but I have chosen to

highlight two: the idea that

happiness comes to everyone,

regardless of whether they see it

approaching; and that we should

look in hope to the future, dwelling

on upsetting memories only when

we can learn from them.

DEBIT VS CREDIT CARDDEBIT VS CREDIT CARDDEBIT VS CREDIT CARD
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CREATIVITY CORNER
A glimpse into HSD’s artistic talent :) 

Krish Akula
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Any person who has lived through the past decade, is

likely to have heard a Taylor Swift song. From her humble

country beginnings with early successes such as, ‘Love

Story,’ and ‘You Belong With Me,’ to her Grammy award-

winning album, ‘1989,’ which remains a pop masterpiece

7 years after it’s release in 2014. Swift has been a

formidable chart-topping artist and has used her catchy

and relatable lyrics to propel herself into historic

stardom, transcending the typical boundaries for a

modern pop star and cementing her place as one of the

most influential artists of the 21st century. Constantly

reinventing her image, or dare I say ‘Reputation,’ with

each new album, she has amassed millions of diehard

‘swifties,’ myself included, and has gained vast

recognition and numerous well deserved achievements.

When Taylor was taking her first steps into the music

industry she signed to Big Machine Records in 2004 at

only fifteen years old. Six albums and 15 years later Swift

would leave Big Machine on seemingly good terms with

CEO Scott Borchetta. However, when Borchetta abruptly

sold Big Machine, along with Taylor’s masters, to Scooter

Braun - a man who had been allegedly bullying Taylor for

years - it left many fans and Taylor herself very confused.

After news had broke of a reportedly 300 million dollar

deal between the two men, Swift addressed the situation

and stated that she had, "pleaded for a chance to own

[her] work" for many years to no avail, however Borchetta

has denied this. Taylor has often compared her songs to

diary entries; pouring her complex emotions and feelings

into beautiful and meticulously written anthems,

drawing inspiration from the events in her personal life

and in the world at large. Thus to see her unable to own

of her life’s work is very upsetting to many of her fans.

However, a clause in her contract with Big Machine has

allowed her to re-record and then own the re-recorded

versions of her first six albums and that it what she is

currently doing. Last week, on the 12th February 2021,

Taylor released, ‘Love Story (Taylor’s Version)’ and I for one

cannot wait to hear the rest of her re-recordings!

Zara Taylor

Taylor SwiftTaylor SwiftTaylor Swift

Up at the top, with the worst
jokes, we have Mrs Watson! 

What do you call a three-legged donkey?
A wonkey! 

What do you call the little rivers that flow
into the Nile?

Juveniles 

I think it’s fair to say that Mrs Watson’s a

great Deputy Rector, but I don’t think I’ll

be suggesting she become a comedian

any time soon!! 

 
Next up, Mr Clarke :) 

Why did the scarecrow win an award?
He was outstanding in a field!

What lies in the bottom of the ocean and twitches?
A nervous wreck

 
I’d probably be right in saying that Mr

Clarke googled those jokes. He definitely

won’t be getting a creative core values

sticker... 

Drumroll for Mr Brett please!

Hedgehogs – why can’t they just share the hedge?

I needed a password eight characters long, so I
picked Snow White and the Seven Dwarves!

I never thought Mr Brett’s questionable dad

jokes would be in 2nd place in a joke

competition ;)

Finally, Mr Smith - someone who
actually has good jokes...  

Whenever my wife tells me that I am immature, I
just tell her to get out of my fort!

Did you know that the word ‘school’ comes from the
Greek scholé meaning ‘place of leisure’?

Unsurprisingly, Mr Smith is our winner!

I think we all now know which of the SLT

actually have a decent sense of humour!!! 

(Mocking paragraphs written by Sahar Jafferbhoy)



Canva  

 

telegraph.com

This week the human race will be one step closer to working out if there

was once life on Mars. If everything goes to plan, the new rover

‘Perseverance’, will join the four other rovers that are currently on Mars’

curiously reddish surface. Only one – Curiosity - is currently working, as the

other three completed their missions before losing contact with our planet.

The spacecraft will reach the top of the Martian atmosphere at roughly

12,500 miles per hour, and has to safely reduce its speed to 0mph in just

seven minutes. The rover has to do this all by itself, as the signal that is

transmitting back to Earth takes more than eleven minutes. The rover will

send a message that it is entering the atmosphere, and by the time that

humans see this, Perseverance will have landed. Whether or not it will

work, we don’t know. Ten minutes before it enters the atmosphere of our

neighbouring planet, the spacecraft will shed its cruise stage; containing

solar panels, fuel tanks and radios. This will leave the rover with only its

protective aeroshell that includes all of the equipment that the rover will

need for its final descent onto the red giant. Before Perseverance enters the

atmosphere, it will fire small thrusters to make sure that the heat shield is

facing the right way and none of the expensive vehicle gets damaged.

When it enters the atmosphere, drag greatly reduces the speed of the

rover, but it will also cause it to heat up; the maximum heat that it is going

to be tormented with is roughly 1,300°C. However, the aeroshell is built to

withstand temperatures this high, and Perseverance itself will only get to

around room temperature. The rover will continue to power the small

thrusters that will keep it on the right path so that it lands right where it’s

meant to. The heat shield will eventually slow the spacecraft to under

1,000mph where it will be safe to open its 70.5 feet wide supersonic

parachute. After the parachute has been up for twenty seconds, the heat

shield will disconnect from the rover and fall away. At this point,

Perseverance will be exposed to the Martian atmosphere for the first time,

and cameras and instruments can fix onto the surface that it will be

moving towards. The rovers landing laser analyses the surface to work out

how far away it is from Mars’ rocky landscape. The vehicle will be slowed to

200mph when it frees itself from its now useless parachute, and travel the

remaining distance using rockets. When the rover is around 6,900 feet from

the surface, it will separate from its backshell, and fire up the decent stage

engines. Perseverance will quickly move to a safe area, away from any

falling debris that may damage it. The direction of this manoeuvre is

determined by a safe route that the rover has worked out by using its

cameras and an onboard map. The rover will slow to around 1.7mph and

initiate the skycrane manoeuvre. At around 66 feet above the surface, the

rover will be lowered on a pair of cables that are around 21 feet long as the

rover’s mobility system unfolds from beneath it. As soon as the wheels

touch the surface of Mars, the cables are cut and the descent stage is sent

off to make an uncontrolled landing as far away as possible from

Perseverance. If this stage works and the rover gets to work on Mars, it will

drill down into the planet’s surface, collect samples of Martian rock and

soil, then store them in sealed tubes that will be picked up by a future

mission on Mars. These will be tested on Earth with  cutting-edge

technology to see if there was once life on Mars. Perseverance will also test

new technology to help pave the way for human exploration on Mars. An

example of one of these new bits of technology is the Mars Helicopter,

which will hopefully be the first powered flight on Mars.

 After a gorgeously
snowy week off, we’ve
slipped back into the

normal school routine.
The February mid-term

was a brilliant
opportunity to spend
hours sledging down

hills (and narrowly
avoiding lampposts! Or

was that just me?), 
 building snowmen and

having socially-
distanced snowball

fights! I was also
awestruck by the sheer

beauty of nature as I
watched flurries of

snowflakes blow about
and coating trees like

layers of icing. Although
I may be getting a tad

too poetic, the
incredible feeling of joy
that warmed my body
upon seeing the snow

reminded me that
sometimes, it’s the most

random things in life
that make you happiest.

:)

EDITOR’S NOTE

have a fab
weekend! 
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Isla Watson Malavikha Sudarshan 


